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Welcome to the Summer edition of

!

First, let me begin by saying a very big THANK YOU to the many visitors and
is
readers from the Spring issue. Your comments have convinced me that
filling a void in the organic gardening field, and your appreciation of the information conveyed was somewhat overwhelming. Comments such as:

You have reinforced my
belief that this digital magazine is much needed and appreciated, and for that I thank you.
You will continue to find sections that will be written by you, our readers.
will list gardening tips that have worked for you and your gardens without chemicals, just by sending an email to HGGT@organicgardenstoday.com with your suggestions.
will be a place where you
can list any seeds or books that you would like to share with other gardeners. We have THE best hobby, or
should I say addiction, and no matter where I go in the United States, gardeners are always willing to give
and give again without asking for anything in return. That is why I am proud to say I am a GARDENER!
Finally, you can send photographs of you favorite plants, gardens or landscape that you are proud of, and
we will include them in our photo section of the magazine or on our web site. I received a ton of emails
with “ I would but….”. Don’t be shy! You could be sharing a very valuable tidbit of information or photo
that could help someone somewhere. Send those photos and tips to help out a fellow gardener!
magazine is a resource for you to be the best gardener you can be. If you want to see an article on a
particular subject, let me know by sending an e-mail to editor@organicgardenstoday.com and I will do my
best to make sure it will be in a future issue. Are you a gardening ‘expert’ that would like to write for us and
help share the organic principles the magazine conveys? Whether you have a gardening degree from a college or “dirt” educated, send me an e-mail with the subject and article you want to cover. I will review and
see if we can use it in the next issue. Please remember that the magazine will be online on or about the first
day of the new season, so please address your article for the upcoming season and make sure it is sent at
least one month before the publication date for formatting.
If you like what we have accomplished with
please share us with your family,
friends, coworkers and fellow gardeners. We rely on word of mouth advertising to spread the word about
the magazine, and I thank you in advance for supporting us. You can “like us” on Facebook and all of the
social media web sites with one click on our homepage. The more you spread the word, the more writers
will want to be part of this new creation, meaning even more information for you, our reader.
Good Luck, have a great summer, and more importantly, take a few minutes to enjoy what you have created. A garden is an ever-changing palette from one season to the next, one day to the next, so ENJOY!

, Editor

David is a seasoned gardener and lecturer, helping both the novice and experienced gardener. His fun and informative lectures are widely requested throughout the Northeast.
Over the past 12 years, David has successfully managed three public gardens as Executive
Director, but his true love is communicating proper gardening practices and creating gardens of beauty. Previously David was the landscape supervisor at the James A. McFaul
Environmental Center where he was responsible for the management and operation of a ½-acre nursery,
chief grant writer for horticultural projects, and educator of programs for public and private groups. David
also developed and produced the park’s first horticultural newsletter, The Horticultural Harbinger, and designed new gardens and created the largest public collection of ornamental grasses in New Jersey. David
was also general manager of Ramapo Landscape Supply, a wholesale/retail/distributor of horticultural supplies, increasing sales 42% in his three year tenure. Previously David owned his own successful landscape
design, maintenance and build firm for over 10 years. It was in this experience that he decided to communicate to people the joys of gardening and how they could accomplish the same results on their own, assisting the growing DIY segment of homeowners in New Jersey. He received his B.S. Degree in 1984 in
Ornamental Horticulture at Delaware Valley College. He was an advisory board member ans adjunct professor for the Horticulture department at Bergen Community College in New Jersey. David is widely known
from his radio show “The Gardening Guru” on WGHT 1500 AM, and can also be heard monthly on Martha Stewart's Sirius Radio program "Morning Living with Betsy Karetnick". He is a horticultural consultant
on his Internet Web page, www.thegardeningguru.com. Contact David through his web site for current
lecture schedule and to make arrangements for your own presentation.

Lorraine Foley (lorraine@wildlandscape.com) is a gardener and garden writer with many
years experience working with organic methods. She has a degree in horticulture and is participating in a Master degree course in Rural Conservation at University College Dublin. This
course explores the conservation value of rural habitats and ecosystems.
Lorraine specialises in designing and creating gardens that are wildlife friendly as well as being simply beautiful. Her passion for herbaceous borders is based on experience and a deep love of plants.
Her garden is designed with many native and non native ornamental species of trees and hedging as well as
dense herbaceous borders. She grows fruit and vegetables for her family using only natural methods. For
more information on wild life friendly gardening, visit www.wildlandscape.com

Judy Nauseef, APLD has designed gardens for over 20 years and has gardened for many
more. She specializes in residential landscapes and has a strong interest in native plants.
She served on the board of directors of the Association of Professional Landscape Designers for eight years. www.judynauseeflandscapedesign.com

Laura Taylor is passionate about organic vegetable growing at her home in the in the
San Fernando Valley. She sowed her first vegetable patch over 17 years ago with a variety of summer vegetables. With each spring Laura found herself creating additional
garden spaces to accommodate her growing obsession with home grown vegetables and
tomatoes.
Laura now grows a riot of season vegetables along with over 90 varieties of tomatoes.
She brings her passion for growing, cooking, teaching and bringing people together
through her company, Laura Taylor at Home. She has become a hub for education, inspiration and encouragement for inspired living and enjoying home growing, culinary arts and entertaining. Classes are offered
in topics related to growing vegetables, cooking and needlearts. In addition, Laura has created a line of
tomato-themed stationery as well as authored and self-published Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide.
The 2012 Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide will soon be available through Laura’s website,
www.LauraTaylorAtHome.com

Steve Bates is a veteran writer and editor. He is a lifelong gardener who has visited
gardens in the U.S. and abroad. He hopes to become a certified landscape designer
and to work toward designation as a master gardener. While Steve was in college, he
received a scholarship from the Virginia chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists. Steve received a bachelor’s degree from the College of William and Mary and embarked in a career in newspaper, magazine and web journalism,
starting with small local papers and including a 14-year stint at
,
where he was an editor and a staff writer, covering government, politics, education and transportation.
Steve has met two presidents and has won numerous individual writing awards for news, features and editorials. His articles at
ranged from investigative reporting to features about people. In 1990, he
shared a Washington-Baltimore Newspaper Guild award for public service for coverage of the roots of a
race riot in Virginia Beach, Va. His favorite article was the story of a rural U.S. family and a Bolivian family
who bonded while a Philadelphia surgeon performed a desperate, life-saving operation simultaneously on
one child from each family by dividing an adult donor’s liver in half and transplanting a piece into each
child. In addition to these awards, Steve received many handwritten notes from thenPublisher Donald
Graham praising the quality and impact of Steve’s work.
Steve has appeared on local television programs, such as the
in Washington, where he
discussed his interviews with survivors of a headline-making plane crash in the Potomac River. He has been
a panelist on locally televised political debates and has made presentations to professional associations, hosting two awards ceremonies for the Virginia Press Association.
Steve currently works as a web news editor. His site, www.shrm.org/hrnews, was honored in 2009 as the
best news site of any U.S. not-for-profit organization. The same year, he and his team won a prestigious
Jesse H. Neal award for producing the best department in a business publication (
) in the
country.
Steve has served on his homeowner association’s Open Space Committee and is an avid baseball fan. He
grew up in Arlington, Va., and lives in Ashburn, Va., a Washington suburb near Dulles International Airport.

Loret is a retired, transplanted New Yorker who lives on a rural acre in Central Florida
with 3 sporting dogs and plenty of wildlife. Her primary interests are wildlife conservation,
gardening and protecting the environment. Loret writes a weekly blog on gardening to
promote native wildlife at www.beautifulwildlifegarden.com, as the Florida representative.
enjoys photographing nature and this past year developed a fascination with insects and
love photographing them and finding out their purpose in a biodiverse world. She’s an active member of the
Florida Native Plant Society where she volunteers at educational outreach programs and tweets and maintains the Facebook page for their Osceola County Chapter, Pine Lily. She’s also the editor of their monthly
and Publicity Chair for the May 2011 Conference. Loret has a personal blog of
newsletter,
gardening adventures at http://osceolaflgardenblahblahblog.blogspot.com/.

Penny has been gardening for over 20 years and loves it! Her time as a military wife gave
her the opportunity to travel all over the world and experience different cultures. She’s
lived and gardened in 5 different states and learned about so much about tomatoes from
the people who do it best…the Italians. She was fortunate enough to live in Italy for many
years and learned a lot of what she knows about tomato gardening from them. Penny
currently lives in Myrtle Beach and has a small farm where she raises a lot of the seeds she sells online. She
started Penny’s Tomatoes because she loves gardening and believe that everyone should experience the taste
of a big juicy home grown tomato. You won’t find the kind of tomatoes seeds she sells at your local gardening center. Ever try a black tomato? Red, Black, Yellow and Orange has many mouth watering varieties.
Check out her tomato selection at www.PennysTomatoes.com.

Claudia came to gardening as a career late in life although she has always had a passion
for plants and design. The year her father passed away in 2002, she was asked to design a
show garden at Hampton Court Flower Show and won her first RHS medal. Since then
she has designed 5 further show gardens winning Gold and Tudor Rose for Best in Show.
Claudia has designed and built many private gardens all over England, many with water features from ponds
and lakes to streams. Her style is more Romantic and loves sourcing craftsman made products. Claudia
loves to travel and find small specialist nurseries.

Alisa brings decades of expertise in Organic and Sustainable garden design. Her love
of Nature and Delight in creating spaces brings Joy, Relaxation, and constant Smiles to
her clients' lives. As a value added, she also is a Certified Green Building Professional
and Eco-Interior Designer, as well as Western Feng Shui Consultant.

Do you have a gardening tip that can save time
and money?

Way that you can recycle and reuse items from around your house in your
garden?

Have an organic way of deterring animals and pests from your garden without the use of dangerous chemicals?

We want these tips, organic in nature, that you can share with your fellow gardeners. Whether it is something that has been handed down from generation to generation, or a tip that you found the other day, let
us know!
Send an e-mail to:

HGGT@ORGANICGARDENSTODAY.COM
We look forward to hearing from you!

Preparing for Summer Stress
By David Daehnke
Stress is a nor mal condition for landscape plants as we approach the
warmth of summer. While plants can tolerate considerable stress, they
may be weakened and made susceptible to attack by insects and diseases.
A little TLC during the summer months will go a long way toward keeping trees, shrubs and perennials healthy and vigorous during the heat,
drought and humidity of a typical summer.
The first and most important step in plant stress prevention is planting
. Part of a good landscape plan is selection of plants suited to the various microenvironments of the home
grounds. While a juniper will thrive in a hot, dry corner, a dogwood or
Japanese maple planted nearby will probably show leaf scorch most years.
But planting the juniper in a shady or poorly drained site is a waste of
time. Even azaleas will grow poorly in very dense shade. Pruning up a
few of the lower branches on over-story trees to provide a few hours of
morning sun often dramatically improves the performance of light-starved plants.
When planting container grown trees and shrubs, tease the roots away from the root ball and spread them
out in the planting hole. Teasing the roots is much different than taking out a knife and making vertical slices through the roots. Multiple vertical slices may sever up to 50% of the root system, setting the plant up
for drought stress when hot weather comes. Root watering crystals can be a tremendous benefit when added at planting time. These crystals absorb moisture from the soil, but release it back into the soil between
watering.
When planting trees with a soil ball (balled and burlapped), make sure that the burlap is not exposed to the
air where it will wick water from the ball. Personally I like to remove the burlap entirely, once the plant is in
the hole and try to disturb the soil root ball as little as possible. Do not over-fertilize at planting time. This
may stimulate excessive shoot growth at the expense of root growth, making the plant less drought tolerant.
Remember that a plant is equal above the soil and below the soil. If a plant has been dug up and moved, it is
always a good practice to prune some branches off of the plant to equalize top to bottm. Mulching is essential for stress avoidance. It retains soil moisture, keeps the soil cool and eliminates competition from turf
and weeds for moisture and nutrients. Compost makes excellent mulch since it provides a source of slow
release nutrients, thereby promoting root growth. When mulching, do not pile the mulch around the base
of the trunk (aka The Jersey Volcano). This will suffocate the plant, severely decreasing its lifespan. Instead, make a saucer with the mulch, building it up as you get to the edge of your planting area. This will
allow water to drain directly to the root system where it is need most.
Don't hole up in the air-conditioned house during the hot summer and abandon your landscape. Check for
signs of stress during the heat of the day. Even plants that wilt severely during mid-afternoon can recover by
the following morning with a little TLC. But a few days of severe wilting can weaken a plant and interfere
with fall root growth and cold hardiness development.
Other signs of summer stress include pale leaves and scorched leaf margins. These generally result from
high leaf temperature and can occur even when soil moisture is seemingly sufficient. Careful watering,

mulching and protection of Japanese maples and dogwoods from wind and afternoon sun will reduce the
incidence of leaf scorch. Watch lilacs and dogwoods for powdery mildew in late summer. This can weaken
plants as they head into winter, but can be prevent with a monthly application of Wilt-Pruf.
In general, the "supplement rainfall to make one-inch-per-week" rule for watering works well to prevent
stress. Run a drip irrigation system with 1 gallon per hour emitters for an hour. Also stay away from overhead sprinklers – most of the water will evaporate before getting to the root zone, and is a waste of one of
our precious resources. Although I would like to say we would have adequate moisture throughout the summer, our recent history proves differently.

“
I am not a greedy person except about flowers and plants,
and then I become fanatically greedy”. – May Sarton

What is it about woodland gardens that are so evocative? Perhaps it’s the mossy shade, the soft sounds of rustling leaves in
the wind or something more primordial within us. We desire the
peace and shelter of being near trees. Woodland gardens are
growing in
popularity and with good reason. They provide so much aesthetic
appeal with seasonality, texture and stature. Dapple shade and
vertical structure creates an atmospheric rural idyll filled with
sounds and earthy smells.
I recently converted part of my garden into a woodland haven
with a mix of ornamental and native trees and some under story
planting. I deliberately included trees that produce food like hazel
nuts, crab apples and wild pear. Also, I plan to coppice the hazel
and ash trees for fuel in time. My under story planting scheme

includes more edibles like raspberries, rhubarb and blackcurrant. Some bramble has naturalized in a corner bearing
nectar-rich pink flowers in summer and blackberries in autumn. This thicket of bramble provides shelter to insects and
small mammals such as shrews and birds.
Many of our common garden birds originated from wood
habitats. Within such a landscape, birds evolved to mark
their territory through birdsong. Our gardens are a strong
substitute for declining forests, scrubland and hedgerows.
At present, this woodland garden is underdeveloped with
spindly trees and sparse shrubs dominated by hummocks of
tall grass. From an ecological perspective though, this is a
habitat that is in transition. With many varieties of grass
species self seeding, establishing into tussocks of various
heights. Such grass is valuable to small mammals, butterflies
and moths.
As the trees mature and their canopies close in, the light
levels will reduce with this grass receding to the edges of the
wood. Moss and shade-loving flora will in turn colonize at
the base of the trees. With this change comes more diversity and wildlife.

Consider using small ornamental trees like the dwarf crab ap) trees, elders (
) and slender
ple (
rowan (
) if space is limited. Each variety provides
shelter and food for wildlife. Remember to include seasonality
with the diminutive
and
, each
providing a riot of color during fall. This vibrancy of autumnal
color is later replaced by the cool calmness of the brilliant
white trunk and stems of
From a practical perspective, keep taller trees to the back with
more ornate shrubbery nearer the house. Consider the level of
shade that will form over time and the root systems of the
trees. Some varieties like willow (
) and aspen (
) have very aggressive roots that can cause havoc with
service pipes and soil shrinkage, best to avoid these varieties.
With some sensitive pruning each year and control of dominant intruders like bramble, a gentle balance is maintained
producing a woodland filled with dapple light rather than oppressive deep shade. In time, this space will evolve into a haven for you and biodiversity.

www.wildlandscape.com

Everyone has their favorite season. Although the newness of spring thrills me, the lushness of summer rewards me the most. As a child it meant going to bed after sunset having played outside all day. There was
day camp where we walked in the creek and made plaster casts of animal footprints. Summer included a
car trip to see relatives. We visited state parks and had picnics. We spent long afternoons at the pool.
Unlike now, summertime did not include gardening. I did not really know what a garden was. When I began to cook for myself and my own family my interest in vegetable gardens began. I read everything I could
get. Our first attempt was in our landlord’s and landlady’s back yard, which probably was too shady. Then
we found out that one could rent a garden plot from the city. After that we have never been without a vegetable garden.
The immense joy of having success in growing vegetables and fruits and in one short season filling my
kitchen counter , table and freezer with food has not abated, although the area I plant may be smaller.
I had friends who talked about their perennials, throwing out common and botanical names so that I could
not follow the conversation or remember the words. Again I read a lot of books. Then I began to plant
perennials. The marvelous catalogs led to me try all kinds of plants. It is remarkably easy. Improve your
soil with organic amendments and plant. Everyone who gardens at one point had to start. It is a learning
experience with results that only get better.
My design clients ask for instructions on how to take care of their gardens. They would like to know what
kind of fertilizer to add and how much. I tell them none at all. They cannot believe it. How can this be?
With all landscape projects we add soil amendments to beds. Using a topdressing of compost each year and
a mulch of shredded wood will improve the soil and the plants will thrive.
In our home vegetable garden a thick mulch of spoiled hay or straw keeps the soil from drying out and the
weeds from growing. Most people with horses will have old hay they need to get rid of and often it is free.
Our compost includes kitchen waste. As we eat mostly vegetables there is a lot of it. We also add pulled
weeds as long as they do not have mature seeds attached to them, shredded leaves, grass clippings, soil from
last year’s pots, soiled bedding from horse stalls and manure. It becomes quite a large pile in a bin formed
from wooden pallets. In the late summer or early fall I have someone with a tractor and bucket scrape it out
of the bin, mix it up and move it to the side. We cover the compost with tarps and let it decompose further.
Materials from fall cleanup of the gardens go into the now empty bin. Now, the garden soil is deep, rich and
easy to work.
This spring we are using up the compost from 2009 and then will begin to use last year’s pile. We use it in
the vegetable garden, in the asparagus bed, in new beds and to top dress the perennial gardens. Before we
lived here, we had a smaller compost pile for mainly kitchen waste and lawn clippings. I bought bagged
compost if I needed more. Sometimes I made trips to a stable to bring home more material for the pile.
It is a satisfying way of life. Sharing the vegetables, meals and time in the garden with others is rewarding.

I often compare gardening with raising children…you can’t always know what’s going to happen. The best
we can do is lay a solid foundation and then leave the rest to chance or nature.
My adventure in gardening began as a surprise, as did motherhood. Now, as I look back, I have to
chuckle…my vegetable garden began with two tomato plants and my married life began with my getting
pregnant with twins almost immediately after the honeymoon! Ah, life is funny sometimes!
Many years ago, on an outing to the local farmers market with my three little boys (yes, I had another child
and another tomato plant after that), I caught the gardening bug. Well it was actually one of my sons, an
adorable little five year old sampling everything that he was offered. He took one nibble of French Sorrel
and turned to me to say “Mommy, can we grow some of this at home?” To be honest, I had never heard of
French Sorrel before and knew nothing about growing anything at all, but I instinctively knew enough not
to say no to a child’s curiosity and enthusiasm, and so the garden began.
We stopped at the local nursery and picked up a few little plants that sounded familiar to bring home.
Luckily, I did find a little French Sorrel seedling so we were good to go. I came home, dug a few holes,
stuck the plants in, and to be honest, they grew. I don’t recall what we harvested or how much. I do know,
though, that I enjoyed being out in the fresh air.
The following Spring I decided to make another attempt at growing a little vegetable patch. I went to the
nursery to ask questions about how I should get started. Even as a novice, I could tell that something had to
be done about the heavy clay soil we have here in the San Fernando Valley. In those days, it was common
to mix some amendment and potting soil into the clay and that was it. No one ever mentioned what made
up the amendment or why we were adding it except to say it would be easier to plant in the soil. If we talked about fertilizer, it was only to say that I should buy some Miracle Gro and follow the directions. I did those things and was
moderately successful. Even if I didn’t have a clue what I was
doing and barely grew enough food for a token salad or meal, I
was hooked.
As the years went by, the size of the garden grew along with my
children. I found myself attending classes to learn about soil
preparation, tomato growing, drip irrigation and worm composting. I now plant in 10 raised beds at home and an additional
three at a local community garden. I also have about 30 15-gallon containers (on the now retired basketball court) growing tomatoes, beans, eggplant, peppers and cucumbers.
Mid -Spring/early Summer is a wonderful time to plant a vegetable garden. The weather is not only beautiful, it’s also fairly
dependable. Day time temperatures range from the high 60s to
the mid 80s with the average around 75 degrees. Night time
temperatures get into the 50s – perfect growing conditions for
summer veggies. I plant my summer veggies based on the grow-

ing requirements of tomatoes, as I grow around 90 heirloom varieties along with all of my other crops.
When the ground is warm, and night time temperatures do not dip below 50 degrees I plant my summer
garden. When temperatures soar toward 90 degrees, shade cloth goes up to protect flowers that are almost
ready to fertilize or the ripening vegetables from sunscald.
The most important thing we can do to encourage a healthy garden and strong plants is to create an incredibly rich, growing medium for the plants. Good soil is a living, breathing mass which has to be built and
nourished. It needs to breathe, retain moisture and provide a good food supply to all the microorganisms and beneficial bacteria and insects.

Building organic soil isn’t difficult but it does take time and some work. Even the healthiest soil needs to be
replenished. To build the soil, you need to add compost, and some form of natural or organic fertilizer. I
use the Lasagna method to build my soil, layering “browns” like fall leaves or shredded newspaper and
“greens” like vegetable scraps and grass clippings, ending with a thin layer of a great nitrogen source which
can be as simple as coffee grounds. The result will be
an incredibly rich, vital, soil mass, teaming with beneficial bacteria that will feed the soil and ultimately grow
healthy plants.
Organic garden soil is the foundation for a healthy, productive vegetable garden. Once I’ve got the soil prepared, it’s time to plant. There are so many incredibly
delicious vegetables to grow in Spring and Summer.
Each vegetable has its own growing habits and needs.
Be sure you read the labels on any seedling to know that
your garden can provide ample space and sun before
planting. Some crops, like tomatoes have very large
root systems and require great amounts of soil volume for maximum results. Other plants, like green beans
are quite the opposite so they can be grown closer together or in smaller containers.
Each Spring I look for Heirloom Vegetable varieties that I haven’t grown before. This year, along with the
tomatoes, I’m growing Heirloom Squash, Eggplant and Cucumbers. My system for planting tomatoes is
rather involved. With the other veggies I put two handfuls of organic fertilizer in each hole when I plant. I
continue to feed plants in the ground every three weeks throughout the growing season. Containers require
more frequent feeding as nutrients easily wash away with watering and need to be replaced.
Standards in my summer vegetable garden include
some kind of Eggplant, Squash and Zucchini,
Peppers (both hot and sweet), Green Beans, Cucumbers and Onions. I prefer the Asian Eggplants
as they have a slightly more delicate flavor and
thinner skin than the globe type. I’ve also added
and Italian Heirloom variety, Rosa Bianca eggplant
which has a wonderfully sweet flavor and a creamy
texture. Even if it doesn’t taste fabulous, which I
know it will, it’s just too pretty not to grow.
I love Yellow Crookneck Squash and actually prefer it over Zucchini, although I grow both. The
Yellow Squash has a milder flavor and I find this

shape much easier to use in recipes than Scalloped or Patty Pan Squash. Squash grow best in soil that is
kept evenly moist. They are so easy to grow, I barely have to do anything to get a huge crop. Squash doesn’t
like high nitrogen fertilizers so the balanced organic fertilizers are best. It has to be picked young, though,
or it becomes hard and seedy and saps energy from the plant.
Onions, which should be planted in the fall, are a garden staple. To prolong the harvest I protect them with
shade cloth. Walla Walla Sweet Onions are a tasty ingredient in so many recipes and they tolerate the longer
days we have here. I start them in sets and thin them as they grow. Onions are heavy feeders and they
don’t like to dry out.
Cucumbers are so much fun because there are so many sizes and shapes to try. My favorite right now are
the Armernian cucumbers (which are actually a muskmelon!) They have a slightly sweet flavor and a lovely,
bright green skin, which is thin. These don’t need to be peeled to be eaten.
Even if I didn’t love to eat them, I would grow Scarlett
Runner beans because they put on quite a show! The vines
grow quickly and are beautiful when flowering. They are
prolific producers and the beans can be eaten at any stage as tender baby green beans or harvest when they’re slightly
larger but before they get fibrous and tough. Keep the vines
well picked so they’ll continue to flower and produce. At the
end of the summer, the beans will ripen to pods. Let this
happen and save the seed for next year. Dry the pods indoor
or let them dry on the vines. Be sure to let the seeds dry IN
THE PODS until they rattle.
Once planted, my job is to water and feed my vegetable
plants, give them support when needed and do my best to
protect them from pests and disease. Then I have to let nature take its course. See, I told you gardening was a lot like raising kids.
One of my favorite ways to use summer vegetables is in a Layered Vegetable Tian. This is something I
learned from Martha Stewart in a class long ago. I often add slices of Yukon Gold or other buttery potatoes, although those are something I don’t grow. It’s especially wonderful because you can make this using
whatever happens to be ready for harvest in your garden.
LAYERED VEGETABLE TIAN
Ingredients:
2 Japanese eggplant
2 Crookneck squash
2 sweet onions
1 head elephant garlic
2 San Marzano tomatoes (or another meaty variety)
¼ cup Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Coarse salt and freshly ground pepper

Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.
Butter the bottom of a baking dish.
Slice each of the vegetables (except garlic) into ¼” thick slices.
Layer the sliced vegetables in rows, alternating textures and colors.
Cut the bottom off the Elephant Garlic to expose cloves but do not remove paper holding the head together.
Place the whole head in the center of the vegetables. Alternatively, separate the cloves and randomly place
them among the vegetable layers.
Drizzle with olive oil and generously season with salt and pepper.
Bake in the oven, basting often, for approximately 30 minutes until vegetables are fork tender and eggplant
is slightly crisped at the edges.

Have you ever wondered what it would be like if your plants could talk?
Many of us spend a lot of time working with and around our plants. We place them in nice spots, feed and
water them, weed and de-bug them, make them feel almost like family. We nurse them through bad times
and, well, we pick on them in good ones. A closeness just develops naturally.
Now, there is some serious scientific evidence that plants can employ a primitive form of communication.
Some plants can emit chemical signals warning of predators. A few can attract a parasitic wasp to attack the
insects getting a free lunch on their leaves. A form of wild tobacco has shown a limited form of “memory,”
manifested with a quicker production of nicotine to deter bugs from eating its foliage during the second and
third attacks than on the first.
I’m not ashamed to admit that I talk to my plants on a regular basis. I don’t know if they can hear me or can
understand what I say, and I guess I’d really rather not know. As long as they don’t laugh at me, and as long
as my neighbors don’t try to have me committed, no damage done. I have never received an intelligible response from a plant, though I get plenty of “thanks” in the form of abundant crops all spring, summer and
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talk? I suspect that it might go something like this:
But what if plants could
Snake Plant: Ssssso watch out, fellowsssss. The gardener isssss approaching.
Lily: Looks like he’s planting a dogwood.
Snake Plant: Ssssso, how can you tell it’sssss a dogwood?
Lily: By its bark.
Snake Plant: Sssssad, very sssssad.
Poison Ivy: You think that’s sad. As soon as he finishes that chore, he’s probably going to come over here
and try to weed me out. Remember what happened last time?
Forget-me-not: Ah, it’s on the tip of my tongue. Give me a second….
Poison Ivy: He won’t forget soon. He tried pulling me out of the ground with his bare hands, then wiped
his face, then scratched … well, someplace else, and only then did he realize that he wasn’t dealing with
your garden variety weed, like some dandy lion.
Dandy Lion: Wait a minute, my irritating friend. You might be a source of some short-term discomfort, but
when I get my taproot down deep into his precious garden soil and send out enough seeds to cover his entire plot, he’ll need something a lot more powerful than calamine lotion to ease his pain.
Poison Ivy: Perhaps, but I can proliferate in so many ways. I can produce seeds, which are viable even after
“passed” by our animal friends. I can send out vines that climb trees. I can reproduce by rhizomes. And I
can spread by root crowns. Our gardener friend can get down on his hands and knees, proceed to pull every
offending bit of vegetation in a garden row, turn around and find that I have already repopulated the row in
his wake. I am truly feared.
Lily: Don’t look now, but he’s headed this way. I think he wants to thin out some of us. This could be the
end!
Impatiens: Oh, please get it over with. I just can’t stand the suspense!
Bleeding Heart: Me either. I feel drained already.
Salad Greens: Lettuce alone!
Weeping Fig: [Sobs.]
Chinese Lantern: It’s getting dark, very dark.
Corpse Plant: Oh, grow up. I find it … delightful.
Lily: Wait. Now he is headed for his raised beds.
Bachelor Buttons: Now you’re talking. Think I’ll just slip into something more comfortable.
Passion Flower: Oh, Buttons, that kind of talk just makes me blush.
Bachelor Buttons: And, you know, he’s a fan of the French intensive method. Maybe we can get him to
, aka Naked Ladies.
plant
Shrinking Violet: Please, folks. Watch your language. There are young ones present.
Baby’s Breath: Thank you. I’m quite fragile.
Lily: What? Were you born yesterday?
Baby’s Breath: Certainly not. But I was transplanted last week.
Sage: Bad news, friends. Looks like he brought his dog. That’s trouble. Always digging things up and
planting things where they shouldn’t be.
Laurel: Plus, he has no nose.
Sage: The gardener?

Laurel: No, the dog.
Sage: How does he smell?
Laurel: Terrible.
Sage: One more crack like that and I’ll squash you.
Mum: Children, behave if you want to get fed today.
Lamb’s Ear: That’s not much of a threat. He’s using that organic fish emulsion fertilizer again. Such a
smell! I think I’d rather starve.
Venus Fly Trap: You should broaden your culinary choices.
Lamb’s Ear: I’m strictly vegetarian and staying that way.
Laurel: Cannibal!
Red Hot Poker: Where’s your sense of adventure, Lamb’s Ear? You’ve got to gamble once in a while.
Sage: The only one who can decide what food is right for you is Yew.
Yew: Who, me? I’m not eating any insects. In fact, they are eating me.
Sage: Guys, have you noticed that big plant over in the corner? The one that has been growing without
blossoming for years?
Mum: It’s so sad. We don’t even know its name. Maybe if we go over and ask it to be friends….
Sage: Not so fast. It’s finally starting to open a flower, and that smell….
Laurel: You think it might be a stinkhorn fungus?
: I could use the company. I’ve got such a bad name, and undeservedly so. Gardeners who
hear my name just go “yucca.”
Yucca: Oh, you’re mean. I ought to spike you.
Sage: I fear that we’ve got us a genuine
, the world’s biggest and worst-smelling
flower. And it’s opening. Soon the whole neighborhood will smell like rotting eggs, dead elephants and an
outhouse that hasn’t been cleaned since the last ice age. We’ll never survive that.
Poison Ivy: Oh my, I’ve finally met my match. Run for it everyone; it’s going to crocus!

Win a copy of Steve bates’
new book,

"The Seeds of Spring; Lessons from the Garden" follows the adventures of a suburban resident who takes up gardening on a plot on a horse farm, an event that changes his life in many unexpected ways. Steve plunges into the foreign
world of chickens, tractors and predatory wildlife and becomes inspired by John, the quirky owner of the farm who
seems to have discovered the secret path to happiness. "The Seeds of Spring" follows the challenges, failures, joys and
revelations that Steve experiences as he cultivates vegetables, fruit and flowers in a remarkable setting. The book intertwines practical, "how-to" gardening advice with deep insights as Steve recognizes the richness and simplicity of the
outdoor life and the importance of sustainability for individuals and the planet. "The Seeds of Spring" takes the reader
beyond the ordinary, revealing the extraordinary in everyday activities amid the all-too-familiar setting of suburban
sprawl. Written in the spirit of "Under the Tuscan Sun" and "Pilgrim at Tinker Creek," "The Seeds of Spring" is a
must-read for every gardener and every would-be gardener who is looking for a better understanding of the gardening
experience or deeper meaning in their life.

To enter the contest, send an email to contest@organicgardenstoday.com with your name and mailing address. One winner will be selected from all emails received. Contest will be closed September 1, 2011.

There is a lot of talk about the decline in our butterfly populations, but how many of us are actually doing
anything to counteract this decline?
“I have a butterfly garden”, you say? Ok, list the names of each and every larval host plant in your butterfly
garden. Is the list as long as the number of nectar plants? No? That may explain why there is a decline in
our butterfly populations. Nectar plants are great and they allow you to enjoy the pretty adult butterflies
dancing from flower to flower, but in order to continue the cycle of life, you need to provide the larval host
plants. The aversion, in part, is because so many of them are touted as “weeds”.

If you take the definition of weed literally:
:
“a plant that is not valued where it is growing and is usually of vigorous growth;
one that tends to overgrow or choke out more desirable plants” (source: www.merriamwebster.com),
we, as a gardening society need to reevaluate our definition of “valued” and “desirable”. Years ago, before
weed and feed and insecticides became a routine part of gardening, we had a lot more species of butterflies
and moths winging their way around to pollinate our gardens.

Personally I consider the lush, uniform species of
common lawn to be a weed…To me it is a “plant
not valued” since for the most part, it really doesn’t
do much of anything for wildlife. I want to encourage a proliferation of butterflies and moths to my
garden, bringing back those native species that are
not often seen. So, rather than kill off the cudweed
, Spanish Needles
, Fogfruit
and the
like, I welcome their presence. You don’t have to
have them running rampant through your garden,

just designate an area for them to grow. I have mentally designated “zones” in my yard and most zones are
“dogfennel-free”
, but I still allow some to grow because the grasshoppers are
drawn to it so they aren’t eating my preferred plants, as are the spiders, which in turn munch away on the
grasshoppers. These two species provide food for baby birds, of which I have nest after nest, but that is a
topic for another article.
I have a cudweed-designated area but it gets pulled from everywhere else. I grow fogfruit as a groundcover
instead of grass because it provides nutrition and food for numerous pollinators. That’s not to say that I
don’t have a small area of grass, I do, but it isn’t the primary focus of my garden and it really isn’t all that
uniform since it has lots of larval host plants peaking up. My mantra is, as long as it is green, it is ok.
Since I learned of the value of plants
native to my area and let some of the
“less desirables” have their own zones, I
have been graced with the appearance of
some of the less commonly seen butterflies in my garden. I also noticed that
the majority of the butterflies prefer the
nectar of Spanish Needles rather than
the non-native Bottlebush Bush with its
copious amounts of red flowers. And,
the Spanish Needles are a larval host to
.
the Emerald Moth

Here are a few of the resulting butterflies appearing in my garden since I allowed their larval hosts to grow:
Little Metalmark (Calephelis virginiensis)
Red banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops)
Variegated Fritillary (Eupioeta claudia)
Phaon Crescent (Phyciodes phaon)
American Painted Lady (Vanessa
virginiensis)
Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia)

White Peacock (Anartia jatrophae)
Zarucco Duskywing (Erynnis zarucco)
Common Checkered-Skipper (Pyrgus
communis)

Thistle (Cirsium horridulum)
Wax Myrtle (Myrica cerifera); Larvae feed primarily on dead leaves
beneath plants
Purple Passionflower (Passiflora incarnata) and violets (Viola spp.)
Turkey Tangle Fogfruit (Phyla nodiflora)
Herbaceous Plants—(Asteraceae) Cudweeds (Gamochaeta
[Gnaphalium] spp.)
Plantain (Plantago spp.), Twinflower (Dyschoriste spp.), Toadflax
(Linaria spp.), False Foxglove (Agalinus spp.), Turkey Tangle
Fogfruit (Phyla nodiflora)
Waterhyssop (Bacopa monieri) and Turkey Tangle Fogfruit (Phyla
nodiflora)
Wild White Indigo (Baptisia alba) and Blatterpod (Sesbania
vesicaria); Vines – Milkpea (Galactia spp.)
Cuban Jute (Sida rhombifolia) and Common Fanpetals (Sida acuta)

Consider leaving an area, no matter how small, without the weed and feed. Visit
http://butterfliesandmoths.org/ and pull up a checklist of butterflies and moths that are native to your area.
Then figure out which ones you haven’t seen lately. Determine their larval host plants and add them or al-

low them to grow in your garden. If you provide this food you’ll be bringing back some of our important
lost pollinators and you just might find some of those “weeds” beautiful when you see the results. Oh, and
don’t grab the insecticide when you see caterpillars munching away…remember, they turn into some of our
most important and beautiful winged friends.

By Penny Mohney
If you were a little disappointed in your tomato harvest last year and you’re hoping for a better harvest this
year here are a few tips that might help:
Tomato plants need a lot of energy to grow and they get their energy from the sun. Starting from the day
they peak their little heads up through the soil your tomato plants need no less than 7 hours of sun a day.
As seedlings this can be done by placing in a sunny window or under florescent lights. Once they’ve been
hardened off and are ready for life outside place them in an area of your yard that gets the most direct sun.

To give your seedlings strong sturdy stems and prepare them for life outside in the elements, try placing a
fan close to them and turn it on two to three times a day for about 10 to 20 minutes. This will also help slow
down the growth on those “leggy” looking seedlings.

When transplanting them into larger pots or the garden (this is after they’ve been acclimated to our door
life), bury them up to their first set of leaves. This will insure a strong root system. A good rule of thumb is
to wait until your plants have approx 6 leaves before moving them outdoors.
As your tomato plants grow pruning will play an important part in flavor and yield. Pinching off those little
“off” shoots that try to grow in the V where the stems meet the stalk will direct the sugars to the stronger
stems creating more blossoms and sweeter tomatoes. Pruning can also minimize your risk of disease by
removing any leaves or branches that touch the ground where disease can splash up on them. A properly
pruned plant has a single-stem, presents all of its leaves to the sun and has enough leaves to shade and protect its fruit.
You put a lot of time and energy into your garden and with these few easy tips your plants will be more productive and provide you with tastier tomatoes.

Everybody loves the sound of gentle running water be it from a meandering stream , a fountain or even
from the sea. Most of us also appreciate the lovely reflective qualities of water in a pond , lake or water feature. Indeed , water features add a calmness and relaxing atmosphere to any garden however large or small
the space.
Water in the garden dates back for centuries being a precious resource and celebrated as such. In the Persian Empire when gardens were evolved into a ‘paradise’ on earth, water was used as the life giving force for
all the exotic and sweetly scented plants that were used. It was an oasis in the dessert.
Many people however are afraid of having water in their gardens , worrying about the maintenance of ponds
and features .But having a herbaceous border can be even more work than having a pond. What about all
that staking!
There is no doubt that a small amount of care and attention is need at times throughout the year but it
should not put anyone off having water in their garden and all the enjoyment it will bring.
Establishing a wildlife pond is not as hard as it seems and very soon the natural world will move in and the
pond will soon look after itself. Some points to remember are that if you have fish and ducks and would like
plants like lilies, they are likely to be nibbled at and making brick pockets for the roots to hide away in will

help them from disappearing .Also it is worth remembering not to site any pond near trees that drop their
decaying leaves which will end up in the water and affect the delicate environmental balance.
Using hard landscaping round a pond tends to give a more formal look . It can also be useful in hiding the
liner if using one. Keeping the water clear especially when there are no fish, is more of a concern in a formal
pond and this is where a good filter works well with perhaps an ultra –violet clarifier added to the pipeline
Over the years I have designed many gardens with water either for shows or private gardens. My clients
have said how having a pond has changed their enjoyment of the garden for the better .Indeed there are so
many new and exciting ideas and products available on the market, I think water will feature more and more
on people’s lists when having their gardens redesigned.

When someone mentions they have a kitchen garden, a feeling of intense jealousy comes over me! I imagine
a lovely Georgian home with a walled area to the side and a small gate leading to a wonderfully abundant
garden brimming with neat rows of vegetables interspersed with flowers and standard trees or roses.
I imagine not one but maybe two Victorian glasshouses again full of tempting fruit and vegetables, vines
heavy with bulging bunches of grapes , the air rich with the smell of ripe peaches and nectarines. Clay pots
would be lining the shelves with alpines and exotic flowers would be competing for space on the staging to
show off their intoxicating and extraordinary blooms.
Espalier or fanned fruit trees will clad the walls on the inside of the garden; brick or gravel paths will lead
you across and diagonally through the manicured beds.
There will be a central water feature and benches dotted around to sit and enjoy the wonderful sights and
smells. This is the romance that a kitchen garden holds for most people including me. I long to have such a
place and after years of dreaming, I am creating one at the moment for myself at my cottage, but on a much
smaller scale using Cotswold stone.
The kitchen garden is a place that is ordered and productive. It is usually sited near the house and kitchen
so that freshly picked produce can be quickly used to create a wholesome and fresh meal. The layout usually
follows quite a rigid pattern with either raised beds or those that are enclosed in low neat buxus hedging.
Great fun can also be had in the kitchen garden. It is ‘ok’ to mix vegetables and flowers. If space is limited
or for added interest, height is used by having rustic hazel wigwam and obelisks. Bespoke structures are also
used and painted to add drama and aid climbers such as sweet peas or beans.
West dean in Sussex has one of my favourite kitchen gardens brought back to life by Jim Buckland and Sarah Waine. The restored greenhouses are filled with a wonderful array of plants from chillies , tomatoes of
every type, peaches, vines, orchids ...the list goes on and on. The orchards are a dream at any time of year.
West Green House has a great kitchen garden designed by Marrilyn Abbott with comical touches and exciting ideas .

When choosing where to site a kitchen garden, a sunny site is always preferable and with access to water as
vegetables and fruit get very thirsty and need constant watering. Keeping the wind out with hedging or walls
is also preferable and will help peter rabbit and his friend stay away!
Soil preparation is a must to guarantee continuous good crops year in year out.
Well rotted manure and a good covering of mushroom compost will not only keep weeds at bay but feed the
soil. Aeration is important too and the more you can do to encourage worms the better who will reward you
with their activity.
Root vegetables like carrots and parsnip are very easy to grow as are runner beans and courgettes , although
the latter need lots of space and produce so much you will be sick of them very quickly! However, the flowers are lovely stuffed with goats cheese and deep fried.
Tomatoes despite getting the dreaded blight are wonderful fruits to grow in or outside. With regular pinching out and a liquid feed you will never want to buy another shop one again!
Remember not to plants rows and rows of lettuce for example all at one. Stagger your crop through the
season so you don’t end up with masses of salad crops you cannot eat and that will soon go to seed.
Choose disease resistant varieties, there are so many now on the market and reduce the risk of pests by
combining plants like marigolds with carrots. If planting strawberries , remember you need to net them
from the birds and add straw around the base of the plants. After all you have spent all that time creating a
little garden of plenty for you not for the surrounding wildlife!

www.claudiadeyong.com

Science, or para-science, tells us that geraniums bloom better if they are spoken to. But a
kind word every now and then is really quite enough. Too much attention, like too much
feeding, and weeding and hoeing, inhibits and embarrasses them. ~Victoria Glendinning

Every first impression DOES count!
Even if it's one that happens over and over again - each time we return home!
One early spring day started with lots of rain, and I'd had a strong challenge that morning, which left
me feeling very low...As I came up my driveway a short time after the rain had stopped, a delicious
aroma greeted me. The moisture from the rain danced in the sunlight on each leaf and flower,
highlighting the glorious colors of the garden, and giving me a big, non-stop smile. My mood shifted and
lifted immediately!
What we experience on the way into our
homes sets the tone for what we experience
and feel inside (double meaning intended).

The photos here give two examples of different entry styles, both of which provide different entry styles,
both of which provide wonderful welcomes. As one client explained, before the changes were made he felt
"down and depressed" driving or walking up to his house. Afterward he exclaimed that arriving home meant
"instant good mood ! ".
When we are greeted by a welcoming front
garden of any size -- even a single, dynamically
placed, sweetly planted pot -- our overall well
being tends to improve, including our mental
and physical health. A welcoming garden organic of course - makes us feel good!
So, here are a few pointers for making a
Happy Entryway :
1. Use plants that are lush and full, with an
easy, relaxed habit . And yes, there are plenty of
drought tolerant types which fit that
description.
2. Avoid stiff, prickly, and most especially, big pointy plants anywhere near where people walk. Keep these
away from stairs and the front door also.
3. Make easy care plant choices which best ensure that your plants themselves will look healthy and be
happy. Include plants with aromas which you enjoy. Plant some for the birds and butterflies!
4. Remove any & all dried out and spent leaves or flowers.
5. Remove recycling bins and garbage cans, or camouflage them with free standing plants, or a vine covered
trellis.
6. Include structural elements such as mini-boulders or partial fencing to add interest even during the
winter.
7. If space allows, place a sturdy chair, bench or small table of natural material along the walkway or near
the front door -- this always creates a welcoming feeling. A bench or small table also gives a place to "put
our burdens down"! Add a wall-hanging (such as the ceramic sun pictured here), a wind chime, or a lovely
stone, piece of driftwood or sculpture. In a particularly small space, something beautiful can be hung on the
door itself, or even dangling delightfully from the doorknob!
Whatever plant or object you include, make sure it's something that you love and that makes you smile!
Beauty and Plants -- natural elements to nourish our bodies and our souls!

www.greenfengshuimakeover.com,
www.lovinggardensdesigns.com or www.ambianceeco.com (in development, with some testimonials ready

